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ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant
Improved Technical Specifications:

Status of Surveillances at Implementation

Gentlemen:

Georgia Power Company's (GPC) letter dated February 25,1994, included a brief
discussion of how GPC intends to treat new surveillances that are included in the Hatch
improved Technical Specifications (ITS) In addition to new surveillance requirements,
the IIatch ITS include surveillances that have additional acceptance criteria. GPC has
evaluated both types of surveillances and detennined that some surveillances cannot be
performed prior to ITS implementation, because either (1. the surveillance requires the
plant to be in a shutdown condition or (2. performance of the surveillance at power poses
a risk of plant transient. GPC plans to implement the ITS while both units are at power.

Attachments I and 2 are tables listing the surveillances which will not be performed upon
ITS implementation, the reason each surveillance cannot be performed, and a schedule for

| when each surveillances will be performed. We request that these surveillances be listed in
the license amendment.
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If you have any questions, please contact this ofIice.

Sincerely,

O,

2700 Wi J. T. Beckham, Jr.|
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Attachments:
1. . Unit 1 Surveillances which Will Not Be Performed Upon Improved

Specification Implementation ',
2. Unit 2 Surveillances Which Will Not Be Performed Upon Improved

Specification Implementation

cc: []eorzia Power Company
Mr. II. L. Sumner, Nuclear Plant General Manager ,

NORMS

U.S. Nuclear Rerulatory Commission. Washington. D.C. t

Mr. K. Jabbour, Licensing Project Manager - Hatch -

Mr. C. Grimes, Technical Specifications Brarch

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Reelon H

Mr. S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator
Mr. B. L. IIolbrook, Senior Resident Inspector - liatch
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Attachment I
.

UNIT I SURVEILLANCES WIIICII WILL NOT BE PERFORMED UPON IMPROVED SPECIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION . ,

(Sheet 1 of 2)

I'IS Ref. Suncillance Requirement (SR) Description Change Description Discussion"' *

SR LSFTs required for all RPS instrumentation New 18 mo. suntillance This suntillance has the potential to induce a plant transient.** Ris
3.3.1.1.15 suntillance will be performed during the next scheduled refueling

outage.

SR I8 mo. staggered test basis for RPS response time 18 mo. frequency on a This suntillance cannot be performed at pourr.*' This suntillance
3.3.1.1.16 testing (Function 9 TCV Fast Closure) STAGGERED TEST BASIS will be performed during the next scheduled refueling outage,

defined
SR 3.3.2.2.2 18 mo. channel calibration of the RFFT and main New 18 mo. suneillance This suntillance has the potential to induce a plant transient"' His

turbine high lesel trip suntillance will be performed during the next scheduled refueling
outage.

SR 3.3.2.2.3 18 mo. LSFT of RFPT and main turbine high level New 18 mo. surveillance This suntillance has the potential to induce a plant trasient.*' This
trip surveillance will be performed during the nest scheduled refueling

outage.

SR 3.3.3.2.2 18 mo. verification that each remote shutdown New 18 mo. suntillance Performance of this suntillano . .aation of ECCSs.
control circuit and transfer switch is capable of This surveillance will be per..;med during the next scheduled
performing its intended function refueling outage.

SR 3.3.6.1.6 18 mo. LSFT for new isolation function 1.f New 18 mo. suntillance This suneillance has the potential to induce a plant transient.*' This
suntillance will be performed during the next scheduled refueling
outage.

SR 3.3.8.1.4 18 mo. LSFT for LOP instrumentation and New 18 mo. suntillance This suntillance has the potential to induce a plant transient.** This
annunciation suntillance will be performed during the next scheduled refueling

outage.

SR 3.6.4.1.3 18 mo. staggered testing of SGT subsystems Allowed configurations are new The Secondary Containment configuration that the plant is in at the
and required to draw down secondary containment time ofimplementation will have the staggered test requirements

SR 3.6.4.1.4 current. The other configurations' surveillances will be performed
prior to the plant entering the LCO Applicability for that
configuration.

SR 3.7.7.2 18 mo. bypass valve sptem functional test New 18 mo. suntillance This suntillance cannot be performed at pouer.** This suntillance
will be performed during the next scheduled refueling outage.

SR 3.7.7.3 18 mo. bypass valve time response test New 18 mo. suntillance This suntillance cannot be performed at power.*) This suntillance
will be performed during the next scheduled refueling outage.

SR 3.8.1.8 18 mo. DG full load reject Pourr factor requirements This suntillance is typically performed during shutdown.*' The last
added to SR acceptance criteria suntillance performed did not record this infor. nation. This

information will be recorded at the next regularly scheduled
performance.

'
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UNIT 1 SURVEILLANCES WHICH WILL NOT BE PERFORMED UPON IMPROVED SPECIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION ,

(Sheet 2 of 2)

ITS Ref. Surveillance Requirement (SR) Description Change Description Disensgion" *

SR 3.8.1.10 18 mo. DG auto start on ECCS signal and response Voltage, frequency, and This suntillance is typically giferiiid during shutdown.* The last
i time response time requirements suntillance performed did not record this information. This
'

added to SR acceptance criteria information will be recorded at the next regularly scheduled
performance.

SR 3.8.1.12 18 mo. DG 24 hour mn Power factor requirements This suntillance is 13pically performed during shutdown?" The last>

I added to SR acceptance criteria suntillance performed did not record this information. This
, information will be recorded at the next regularly scheduled

"

performance.
SR 3.8.1.13 18 mo. DG quick start following 2 hour run Voltage and frequency This suntillance is typically performed during shutdown. The last

,

requirements added to SR suntillance performed did not record this information. This
; acceptance criteria information will be recorded at the next regularly scheduled

performance.

SR 3.8.1.18 10 year simultaneous auto start of all 3 DGs Voltage and frequency This suntillance is typically performed during shutdown. The last
requirements added to SR suntillance performed did not record this information. This
acceptance criteria information will be recorded at the next regularly scheduled

performance.

a. Georgia Power Company believes that there is no negative impact to safety by delaying these suntillances to the next refueling outage which is scheduled for Spring 1996,
,! or in the case of the 10 year simultaneous auto startof all 3 DGs. the next regularly scheduled performance.
>

b. NUREG 1433 Bases for this surveillance support the performance of the SR during plant shutdown conditions.
I

c. This is non-Analog Transmitter Trip System (ATTS) instrumentation; therefore, performance of this surveillance requires salving out the vessel level instrumentation. This
type of activity is considered to have a high potential to induce plant transients.

,
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UNIT 2 SURVEILLANCES WHICH WILL NOT BE PERFORMED UPON IMPROVED SPECIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION , -

(Sheet I of 2) *

ITS Ref. Surveillance Requirement (SR) Description Change Description Discussion *' *

SR 3.3.2.2.2 18 mo. channel calibration of the RFPT and main New 18 mo. suntillance This suntillance has the potential to induce a plant transient?'
turbine high lesel trip This suntillance will be performed during the next scheduled - ;

refueling outage.
SR 3.3.2.2.3 18 mo. LSFT of RFPT and main turbine high lesti New 18 mo. suntillance This surveillance has the potential to induce a plant transient.*'

trip This suntillance will be performed during the next scheduled
refueling outage.

SR 3.3.3.2.2 18 mo. verification that each remote shutdown New 18 mo. suntillance Performance of this suntillance could lead to initiation of ECCSs.
control circuit and transfer switch is capable of This suntillance will be performed during the next scheduled
performing its intended function refueling outage,

i SP 2.3.8.1.4 18 mo. LSFT for LOP instrumentation and New 18 mo. suntillance This suntillance has the potential to induce a plant transient.*' '

annunciation This suntillance will be performed during the next scheduled '

refueling outage.
SR 3.6.2.4.2 10 year verification that each suppression pool spray New suntillance This suntillance requires primary containment entry. This

! nozzle is unobstructed suntillance will be performed durir.g the next scheduled refueling
outage.

SR 3.6.4.1.3 18 mo. staggered testing of SGT subsptems required Allowed configurations are new The Secondary Containment configuration that the plant is in at the
and to draw down secondary containment time ofimplementation will have tha staggered test requirements ,

SR 3.6.4.1.4 current. The other configurations'suntillances will be performed i
prior to the plant entering the LCO Applicability for that
configuration.

SR 3.7.7.2 18 mo. bypass valve system functional test New 18 mo. suntillance This sun eillance cannot be performed at power.*' This suntillance
will be performed during the next scheduled refueling outage. ,

SR 3.7.7.3 18 mo. bypass vake time response test New I8 mo. surveillance This surveillance cannot be performed at power.'6) H is i

suntillance will be performed during the next scheduled refueling
outage.'

.

SR 3.8.1.8 18 mo. DG full load reject Power factor requirements added This suntillance is typically performed during shutdown.*) The
! to SR acceptance criteria last suntillance performed did not record this information. This !

information will be recorded at the next regularly scheduled
,

performance. '
_

SR 3.8.1.9 18 mo. LOSP DG start Voltage and frequency Data from the last DG 2C performance are not available to confirm
for DG 2C requirements added to SR new requirements were met. This suntillance is typically

only acceptance criteria performed during shutdown." This informat on will be recorded ati

the next regtdarly scheduled performance.

'
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UNIT 2 SURVEILLANCES WHICH WILL NOT BE PERFORMED UPON IMPROVED SPECIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION , ,

! (Sheet 2 of 2)

ITS Ref. Santillance Requirement (SR) Description Change Description Discussion" '

! SR 3.8.1.10 18 mo. DG auto start on ECCS signal and response Voltage, frequency, and This suntillance is typically performed during shutdown *' He

|
time response timeadded to SR last suntillance performed did not record this information. His

acceptance criteria information will be recorded at the next regularly scheduled
performance.

SR 3.8.1.12 18 mo. DG 24 hour run Power factor requirement added This suntillance is typically performed during shutdown.* De last
to SR acceptance criteria suntillance performed did not record this information. This

information will be recorded at the next regularly scheduled
performance.

SR 3.8.1.13 18 mo. DG quick start following 2 hour run Voltage and frequency This suntillance is t3pically performed during shutdown. The last
requirements added to SR suntillance performed did not record this information. This
acceptance criteria information will be recorded at the next regularly scheduled

performance.
SR 3.8.1.17 18 mo. DG LOCA/LOSP start Voltage and frequency Data from the last DG 2C performance is not available to confirm
for DG 2C requirements added to SR new requirements were met. This suntillance is typically performed

only acceptance criteria during shutdown." This information will be recorded at the next
regularly scheduled performance.

SR 3.8.1.18 10 year simultaneous auto start of both Unit 2 D/Gs Voltage and frequency This suntillance is typically performed during shutdown. The last
requirements added to SR suntillance performed did not record this information. His
acceptance criteria information will be recorded at the next regularly scheduled

performance.

a. Georgia Power Company believes that there is no negatist impact to safety by delaying these suntillances to the next refueling outage which is scheduled for Fall 1995, or
in the case of the 10 year simultaneous auto stan of all 2 DGs, the next regularly scheduled performance.

b. NUREG 1433 Bases for this suntillance support 112 performance of the SR during plant shutdown conditions.

c. This is non-Analog Transmitter Trip System (ATTS) instrumentation; therefore, performance of this suntillance requires vahing out the srssel lesel instrumentation. This
'

t3pc of actisity is considered to have a high potential to induce plant transients.
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